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Layla

Tantric massage from
Layla is the ultimate
way to experience
sensual pleasure in your
hotel room in Sydney. 
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Layla

Call me with any
questions and set up an
appointment for Tantra
massage with Layla
in Sydney. 
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Layla

Book one hour erotic
massage from eastern
European goddess at the
most private and
cozy place in Sydney. 
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Layla

Outcall session of
Tantra or Nuru massage
helps you to release all the
tension after a long
stressful day. 
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Layla

Layla helps you to
remove all your energy blocks
by giving you gentle and
strong relaxation massage
with body to body
elements and release. 
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Layla

Seeking for the happy
ending massage or body to
body Tantra session?
I will be glad to meet you any
time that is comfortable
for you. 











Layla - Erotic Tantra Massage Sydney

Glad to welcome you here. Have you ever heard about such a sensual experience like Tantra or Nuru bodywork? Maybe you are getting excited having fetish session in mind? I am here, in the heart of Sydney, to make you feel what real erotic experience in massage is.


How it works? Very easy. You can choose the session you like the most: Tantric massage session is the classic one usually lasts for 60 or 90 minutes. If you want to devote more time to body to body massage feel free to ask Nuru session with special Nuru gel. Feel like need to add more spice to your typical weekday - fetish session with light BDSM element is what you need.


Then you can call or text me and we will arrange the appointment at the time that fits you most. Now I am open to outcall session in Sydney when I travel to you hotel or apartment and provide you the session at the most comfortable place for you.


Have any questions? I am open to all your questions and requests at any time of the day and night. Call me to hear my warm voice and I will answer all the questions you might have. Can not choose between tantra massage and nuru massage? Don't know how erotic sessions usually goes? Happy ending massage is it the same? Please call, text or email me and I will explain everything. Our friendly partner link: Erotic Tantra & Nuru Massage Sydney CBD Also, answers you can find on my website :)











Services





Tired of routine life in a boring office and endless meaningless meetings? I know what can help you. I will visit your hotel or apartment in Sydney to provide you with one of the most relaxing and sensual massage sessions: Tantra, Nuru or Fetish. Also, I can help you to kindle the flame again between you and your partner by providing you both an erotic massage during the session for a couple. 




Tantra session

60 min - $450 AUD 
90 min - $650 AUD
Classic Tantra massage helps your body and mind feel relaxed and satisfied for the rest of your day. The lady will take you to the 7th heaven by giving you sensual relaxation massage with aromatherapy elements ending up with releasing your sexual power.







Nuru session

60 min - $480 AUD 
90 min - $680 AUD
What could be more sensual than Nuru massage that intensify all your feelings through incredibly sensual body to body massage. You can’t resist this charming pressure when lady slide on your body with special Nuru gel that makes the touch even hotter.










Couple session

60 min - $600 AUD 
90 min - $900 AUD
Guide your partner through the ultimate pleasure of erotic couple massage session provided for both of you by young beautiful lady. She will remove all the energy blocks that you have to fell that intimate moment of being together in a very pure and sensual way.







Dinner date

2 h - $500 AUD
I will keep you company to the best places around Sydney. If you feel like enjoying the best restaurants Sydney offers or unwind after a long day at work with a couple of drinks at the nice bar, I will be there for you. Just give me a call and we can find some time to spend together in a date mode.







*Please inquire for longer or shorter duration










Contacts

CBD, Sydney NSW, Australia 

sydney@obsessiontantra.com

Tel. +61 482 061 332
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Erotic Tantra massage & Nuru massage - what it is.

Do you ever feel anxiety and tension in your body that you want to get rid of? Working with your energy flows and removing blocks in your body is one of the most important part of self-improvement in sexual, financial and all the other spheres. Tantra massage provide you an opportunity to release your tension to make you feel stronger, younger and get more attention from women. Tantra massage in Sydney is here.
Usually tantra massage starts with the relaxation massage of all your body from the crown of your head to the fingertips of your toes. Then it goes body-to-body part when lady will slide with the most sensual parts of her body on you. It is one of the most sensual and exciting part as you can not only see but feel the whole body of the provider. Then she will turn you over and here comes the magic :) Tantra massage in Sydney is the way to forget about all your problems after a long day at work and just feel what your body feels.


What to choose: Tantra, Nuru or Fetish


I could recommend to start with classic Tantra session as it will open the door to latent passions and needs. Tantra massage is a way to escape from routine Sydney and devote the time for yourself to fell what’s real. I prefer to use massage lotion in Tantric bodywork as it has no smell and provide the most relating and gentle touch. Please inquire if you want me to use any special massage or essential oil. I always want you to feel comfortable and loved so please feel free to contact me with any special requests.


Nuru massage is a Japanese technique with special nuru gel that makes the touch more sensual and exotic. Sydney crazy way of life require a lot of energy that you can refill after seeing me for a sensual nuru massage session at your hotel. Nuru massage includes a lot of body to body touch and more interaction between masculine and feminine energy. Nuru massage can require a little more time as you will probably need to take a shower after nuru gel so please feel free to take your time and maybe invite me in shower with you. I can recommend body to body massage if you want to free your mind and feel the heat in your body. You will dive into the ultimate relaxation with nuru bodywork that roots into the ancient techniques of reiki and yoga practice.


Fetish session is a light BDSM session in Sydney that is more that you ever can imagine. Tired of being responsible of all the things in your life? Let go yourself and let me take control of your body and soul. Light domination, hand-cuffs and playing with toys is what can make you lose your power and let me become your mistress and love. Role changing session with me make you become as submissive as you want to be.


Why you should try nuru massage with me? It’s a simple way of discover the hidden needs of your body and soul. Body to body slide is super hot so yo can barely hold you in your hands. I will take your hand and make you touch my body the way I want it - this is what I call mutual touch in body to body massage. Happy ending session or erotic massage is what you get and nuru gel makes the session super hot and amazing.


Tantric bodywork is what I bring with me from overseas. The technique is very relaxing and erotic. Happy ending session connects you to the deeper layers of you sensuality. Explicit, release, relaxation at the end of the massage is what you are looking for. Either you think that you finish too early or too late - tantra massage will help you to get the right time to reach the end.


Australia is big island, and the weather here is significantly different. Melbourne is cold and the humidity is low, and in Adelaide a little warmer. In Sydney, it is even warmer, but in Darwin and Brisbane there is a high level of humidity. The golden mean in Perth is not cold and not too humid.
In summer in Sydney (December to February) about 26°C, it's just warm, and it can be terribly hot. By the way, at this time of year, slightly increased humidity is possible, but, frankly, it did not give me any special discomfort. From June to August - Australian winter, the average temperature is about 16°C. At night, it is sometimes very cold, as houses in Australia are not heated, but in the daytime - the weather for me, not cold and not hot, a light windbreaker - and on the road! If you decide to swim in the ocean, then January and February are the warmest months for swimming. In the rest of the time without a wet suit, do not even bother, the water is very cold.


The favorable weather in Australia is also affected by its climate. Most people forget what asthma and allergies are. Breathe freely and easily, even water can be drunk from the tap. The ocean, which is washed by the banks of Australia is crystal clear, with a large number of marine life and fauna. All streets are cleaned and swept, almost every 100 meters there are garbage cans. Even when, in the city, construction is underway, then after each car leaving the construction site, immediately sweep the asphalt. And arranged to work in Australia as a scavenger is almost unreal. On the level, their salaries equal to the ministers are written in many forums dedicated to life in Australia.
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